Chloraguard

®

for better bleach resistance

Advanced Generation Bleach Treatment for PDI Carpets
(Broadloom and Tile)

IDEAL CHOICE FOR INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE
Chloraguard is the ideal choice for innovative performance. By providing full treatment
bleach protection for Precision Dye Injection (PDI) carpeting, Mohawk Group’s Chloraguard
technology allows printed carpets to be used where previously only solution-dyed ﬁber would meet
speciﬁcations. Chloraguard offers contract designers the color and pattern ﬂexibility of printed
carpeting and the peace of mind of knowing their client’s soft ﬂooring is protected.

We applied a 10% bleach solution to two identical samples. After following the maintenance
guidelines, color loss is prevented on the samples enhanced with Chloraguard.

HOTELS • SENIOR LIVING
MULTIFAMILY
CONVENTION CENTERS

BLEACH with PDI on
Conventional Nylon

CONDOMINIUMS
HEALTHCARE • THEATERS

BLEACH with PDI on
Chloraguard Enhanced Nylon

PERFORMANCE THAT LASTS:
SEEING IS BELIEVING

CORPORATE • CASINOS

Whether it’s an accidental spillage of cleaning solution or the occasional wet trafﬁc from a
pool area into a corridor, Chloraguard protects your investment for as long as your carpet is
in use.

Perfect for guest rooms and other hotel interiors, senior living, healing
spaces, workplace installations and any other commercial environment
where bleach-based cleaning agents may be used around printed carpeting.

•
•
•
•
•

Advanced bleach resistance for printed carpeting
Exceptional stain protection
Peace of mind against accidental spills
Resistance of up to 10% solution of standard bleach
Industry-leading 15-year warranty*

* Please refer to Mohawk Group and Durkan warranty guidelines for additional information.

Chloraguard passes AATCC 196 and resists color loss when solutions of
common household bleach (no greater than 10%) are used and Mohawk
Group’s maintenance guidelines are followed:
•

Chloraguard is incorporated in the dyeing process and applied
topically in post-production for complete protection of the carpet.

•

Mohawk Group and Durkan offer Chloraguard technology on
ALL base grades with only a 133-square-yard-minimum order
required for custom carpets.

•

If this technology is to be utilized, the customer must specify
Chloraguard from the start so the strike-off can be ordered with
the bleach-resistant protection.
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